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liSWELL

ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING,

VOLUME 4.

Our Ambulance Service is Prompt and Complete.
LAST WEEK
AT SANTA FE
THE FIFTH WEEK PRODUCTIVE
OF NO SURPRISES IN
LEGISLATION.

IHE STATUS Of BILLS

The District Attorney

Bill Seems a
Using County Division
Schemes as a Club Over Independent Members.
Why Hudspeth's Investigation Bill Was Killed.

Dead

One- -

Santa Fe. Feb. 24. The fifth week
of the Legislative Assembly was productive of no surprises. At the 'beginning of the week it was rumored
that the district attorney bill "would
be brought up. bud the rumor proved
to be unfounded. It was well known
that a majority of the judiciary
of the council, in whose hands
the bill is. would not report the bill
favorably in its present form and
when (wo new meirtbens were added
to .he committee it was supposed
Jiat the friends of the bill would try
to pass it, but it now developes that
these members were needed on the
committee to prevent an adverse report to the council and the killing of
the bill. It is now believed that no
wil be made to pass the measure as It is certain that it can not
be passed over the veto of the governor, and that he would veto .the bill,
anould it pass, is not doubted by anycom-miMe-

e

at-em-

body.

-

-

-

His veto of Council Bill No. 2. as
amended in the house, providing for
the filling of vacancies in county
offices, including vacancies in the
'boards of county commissioners, and
its disposition in the council indicated that there is no very strong desire
4n the council to "do things" to the
Governor. His objection to tne iim
was in the provision for filling vacancies In the boards of county commissioners by the remaining member or
members of the board in which the
vacancy should occur. The veto message was referred to the committee
on rules, w.ich consists of President
Spiess. Martines and Richards. This
committee reported the vetoed bill
and the veto message back to the
council with the recommendation that
that they be referred to the committee on territorial affairs and Martinez, from the committee on rules introduced a bill, which was passed
under suspension of the rules within
five minutes of its introduction, meet
ing the governors views in the matter
The bUl is Council Bill No. 51 and
passed the bouse on the day following
its passage in the council, also under
suspension of rules. This bill pro
vides that vacancies in the county offices shall be filled by the boards of
county commissioners, except vacancies in the boards, which shall be filled by the governor. This restores the
law as it was prior to the passage of
the Martinez bill in February, 1901.
The fbiH, as it has been passed will
undoubtedly be signed by the goverI

nor.
An executive message was received

the house late Thursday afternoon
announcing that the governor .had sig
ned House Bill No. 13, in reference
to territorial depositories. This bill
provides that banks having a capital
of $25,000 or more may become territorial depositories. Under the odd law
territorial deposits were not allowed
to be placed In banks with a capital
of less than $50,000. Also that the
governor had signed House Substitute for Council BUI No. 31 which
provides for an increase in the age
Jlmlt for admission to the New Meri
eo Institute Sot the Blind. The age
MmU heretofore was 21 years and. un
til provitrioas of this bill the limit
la increased to 25 years. ' ' Also that
the- - .governor had signed House Bill
No. 102. This biH provides for the
leasing of an acre of ground at the
New. Mexico College of Agriculture
mad Mecbanjo Arte for the purpose of
erecting thereon a building toy the
T. M. C A. of the college. Up to this
sama re bills have been signed by
the governor during the five weeks of
this session of the legislature. This
is not'tmpid progress in tbe making
of laws, but tie tact remains that no
vicious legislation has yet received
tbe signature of the governor.
The House of representatives was
In

.

,

put on record by Hudspeth in a mat
ter which will .plague not only the
members of that body who voted to
table his resolution, but will be a
load for the republican party of the
next campaign. Some of the mem
bers of the House saw the mistake
and there now seems to 'be a disposition to revive the matter and correct, as far as possible, the mistake
Hudspeth introduced a resolution to
investigate the expenditure of some
of tbe thousands of dollars appropriat
ed by the last legislature by those
famousj Joint resolutions tor which
there does not appear to have been
Etny euctMimtiing.
Hudspeth s anx
ious to clear up the matter for the
benefit of the republican party, so
.that, the imputation that some of
the .money might have wandered away
from the channels of legitimate expenses may be removed, but ssixteen
of the republican members of Che
house appeared to be afraid that the
investigation might not result in removing all doubt about the legitimate
expenditure of the money and so voted to lay the resolution on the table.
This motion was made by Holt, who
brushed the matter aside by saying
that it was none of the business of
the present legislature what was done
by the last legislature. Since the resolution was tabled the idea has occurred to some of the republicans
that the voters may have a desire
to get further light on this matter
and that they may send different rep
resentatives to Santa Fe to the next
legislature.
The leadership of Holt in the House
of representatives is beginning to be
distasteful to some of the republicans
who have different ideas of the proprieties than are entertained by the
members from Dona Ana county, but
it is not likely that Mr. Holt will
step aside in order to allow any other member to lead. He is filled with
the idea of his own importance and
doubtless believes that the legislature
without his leadership would be like
a kite without a tail.
The new county projects are now.
It is believed, all before the hoime,
the Pyramid county bill for the formation of a county out of the southern portion of Grant county, with
Lords burg as the county seat, having
been introduced by Beach. Action on
same of the county bills was expected
by the advocates of these thills, but
the committee on counties and county lies is still considering the bills.
It is not impossible that some sort
of a combination will be .made in the
house to pass these bills. The advocates of the Artesia county project
report progress, but they do not appear to be over confident of the passage of the bill.
The bill providing for the abolishment of the office of territorial game
warden has passed the house, but
there is no prospect that it will pass
the council. The ibill which was introduced in the house early in the
session providing for the abolishment
of the mounted police will be allowed
to die. The stockmen of the territory
want the mounted police to be continued and a bill providing for an appropriation of $21,660 for that purpose
was introduced by Miera, in the council, and wil! undoubtedly pass. The
legislature does not care to carry its
fight on the governor so far as to
incur the displeasure of the stockmen
of the territory, and there are strong
indications that the fight will not be
.

made.
From Another Correspondent
Santa Fe. N. M, eFb. 22. The fifth
week of the 37th assembly was a particularly lively one, and not much
doing either. It started out with a
visit from the Albuquerque Boosters
and the passing to them of a very
large lemon.
Unfortunately the mission of the
Boosters was misunderstood, as they
were on business bent, and had no intention of making war or advancing
peace measures, but they met the fate
of all peace makers interfering with
this assembly.
Solomon Luna is known as the professional peace maker of the republican party, and he has held his job
down for a long time. He went to
Santa Fe to patch up peace there be
tween the warring (factions of ids
party. He made his escape and Is
now In Washington, but the dove of
peace lost all its tail feathers.
to
Tom Burns, who is supposed
have about as much influence in the
republican party' of New- - Mexico as
the next man, then attempted "a set
tlement of the trouble.- He fled to
Mexico, where' he Is taking the
cure, with some chance of recovery
Otlror smaller politicians made peace
proposals, and ' were clubbed for their
-

rl

--

--

pains.
No really important legislation- - has
resulted from the work of the week.
probably the most Interesting being
the veto of Council Bill No. 2, known

4e Martines Brill, providing for
the filling of vacancies in county offices by the county coinmlasianers.
This biU was all right as it was In- (Cootinued Page Three.),
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A

Ring No. 75

morning from a trip to Artesia and re
ports a
drill that his
well machine has Just made east of
South Spring. The machine was start
ed to work, at 1 p. m. last Monday and
ait 10 a. m. Friday or slightly less
than four days later, a flow of 27 inches above an eight inch casing was
struck. The well is the property of
J. J. Hagerman.
HESS & CO., SUC- ' CESSORS TO WALTON.
After making such changes and
improvements as were necessary, so

that the new photographic instrument

SPIRIT OF UNREST

NUMBER 395

ULLERY FURNITURE COMPANY.

$

1907

FEBRUARY 25

record-breakin- g

MAKE REPLY

ffiUM

x--r

we "use could be used to .the best advantage, we are now prepared and
ready to do the best and finest portrait work that has ever been produced in Roswell. We very cordially invite you to visit our studio. 05tf
HESS & CO.

A TREASURY

THEFT

notice; but when you return to Roswell, and while being interviewed, TO-DA- Y
attempt to jonvey the impression
that the people on this side of the
believe
such
Territory generally
such statements ' to be true, it seems
to me it is time to protest.
As to myself you make two charges; one is, that I have made an effort

IN

CONGRESS

to reduce the salaries of county officers, and the other itbat I have loaned myself to 'prevent a reduction in
NEARLY TWO HUNDRED THOUS- railroad rates. As to the first, I will FOREST
MUST BE
RESERVES
AND STOLEN FROM CHICAGO
CREATED BY ACT OF
say, that I did have some hand in
CONGRESS ONLY.
drawing the present bill relative to
a reduction of 'the salaries of county
treasurers and assessors. In doing
this I believe I was Justified not only by the platforms of both parties,
(but by the actual facts. Take your
STOLEN A WEEK AGO
own office as an example. From fig- COSTS ON THE PACKERS
ures just obtained from the Traveling Auditor, your salary as treasurer
and collector for the year 1906 was
$6,507.68, and owing to the increased
It is Thought the Money Was Taken assessed valuation It will be (much Beveridge Would Compel Packers to
larger in 1907. I .believe you will Pay the Cost of Meat Inspection.
by Clerks, and is in Large Bills.
Declines to Tell Just agree with .me .that there are at least
The Supreme Court Decides Against
500 good men in Chaves county who
Where the Shortage Occurred.
the Railroads In a Number of Cases.
could have filled this office to the en
tire satisfaction of the people, and
who would have heen very glad to do

Snow and Sleet at Torrance.
J. F. Stanford of Dayton, who has
been here on a three weeks' prospect
Some Justification for Public Hostili ing trip through Mexico, came in Sun
ty Against Railroads.
The Investi- day afternoon on the automobile and
gation Into the Harriman Roads Re- left Sunday night on the train for
sumed Today.
Harriman on Wit- his home. He reports that when he
ness Stand.
left Torrance Sunday morning it was
snowing and sleeting at that place
and that they felt the storm for 17
Chicago, Feb. 25. The Tribune
miles this side of that place. Roswell
escape
to
with
U9iial
luck
good
had
its
says
today: "One of the largest, if
25. President
Feb.
New
York,
chilly wind.
a
largest thefts from the United
not
the
William Truesdale, of the Delaware,
o
.treasury
States
has been unearthed
pub
a
in
Lackawanna and Western,
THE RECORD HAD ALREADY
$175,000 and
Between
NAMED IT A PIPE DREAM. in Chicago.
lished interview today, is quoted as
Naples,
Feb. 25. A statement is $200,000 was stolen from the local
saying that a campaign of agitation
last week. The (money
against railways having its origin in published today from Prof. Metteucci
high executive authority, is being of Vesuvius observatory to the effect disappeared, leaving no trace. The
waged throughout the country. At the that the opinion credited to him by authorities here and in Washington
same time, he says, there is a spirit the Italian press regarding the possi- have been working night and day on
of unrest and distrust regarding gen- ble destruction of the earth by a the robbery ever since the discovery.
The money was stolen either a week
eral financial conditions and the con- comet is pure invention.
ago last Saturday, or last Sunday or
tinuation of our great prosperity. He
Monday. The loss was discovered on
says we are living in a time of as
Tuesday. All the .money was in large
great inflation as during the greenbills, denominations of one thousand,
back days following the Civil War.
five thousand and ten thousand dolThe prices of labor and commodities
lars. It was first believed to 'be an
cannot go on forever increasing witherror of a
but on checkout a day of readjustment. He be
ing up he found it to be robbery. Two
lieves there is some justification for
clerks are suspected, but nothing tanthe public hostility against the railgible has .been found against them.
roads, but that, the conditions comWhen interviewed today in regard
plained of are not so bad nor so uni
to the jobbery,
versal as claimed. The tendency to
admitted that a theft of
go to extremes, he says, .will so check
the operation of rail TEXAS SENATE DISMISSED THE $173,000 had been perpetrated, (but reand impede
INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE.
fused to go into details. "It is true
roads as to affect general business.
that what I and other government
Then all will suffer together.
officials believe to be a gigantic steal
Railroad Investigation Resumed.
has been perpetrated in tne
New York, Fettx 25. The investigahe said. "The amount, I believe,
tion of the financial operations of the
will be $173,000. At present 1 cannot
Harriman group of railroads by the
go into details as to what work we
VOTE: YES 15, NO II
Interstate Commerce Commission in
have done in the case. We discover
govern
behalf of the United States
ed the shortage last Wednesday when
ment, was resumed today at the Fedwere
the books of the
eral building. E. H. Harriman, presibalanced for the day. There is a posdent of the Union Pacific, was the
first witness, and under the examina The Resolution Passes Even Before sibility that the shortage is due to
an error of
but I aim
tion of Frank Kellogg, began an exPrethe Investigating Committee
inclined to .believe that a robbery has
peraUons
planation of the. financial
pares and Submits Its Report.
Res
been committed."
Commencing
with
of his company.
olution Carries Exoneration in Every
Boldenweck declared
the issue of one hundred millions of Particular.
later in the day that it had been deficonvertible bonds in 1901 for the pur
nitely determined Just .where the
chase of stock, in the Southern Pacific
shortage occurred, but declined to
and Northern Pacific, Harriman desay to whom it had been traced.
nied that he and fads associates had
been speculating in the securities.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 25. The state ATTORNEY GENERAL
Their purchases were a
DEFENDS HIMSELF.
of the proceeds of their sales of the senate at noon passed a resolution
as
Inasmuch
the Record published
Northern Pacific, not made for the dismissing the Bailey investigating
the interview complained of, it is but
purpose of securing control of the
committee, before It coull prepare a fair that we should .give space to the
roads in question, but to improve the
report, and exonerating Bailey in ev- following communication from Attorincome.
Milburn, of Harriman's counsel, in- ery particular. The vote .was 13 ayes ney General Reid.:
"Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 25.
terrupted Kellogg in the effort to ob- to 11 nays.
"Roswell Record, Roswell, N. M.
tain from Harriman the names of inIn a recent issue of
"Gentlemen :
the your
dividuals who sold Chicago & Alton
Hear the PHILHARMONIC,
paper appears an interview with
stock to the Union Pacific. Milburn 'Ibig" orchestra, 18 pieces, Thursday
which he purports
claimed that such a question was not night, Feb. 28, in the new Sheridan Mr. J. S. Lea, in
people
to
of the Pecos
the
inform
within the scope of interstate com- Block.
It
Valley as to the status of .matters at
merce. The Commission
announced
Santa Fe, concerning Governor Hagthat it would confer upon the queserman and .myself. I believe, this inU.
BUREAU.
S.
WEATHER
tion of its powers and decide this afterview demands a public reply from
(Local Report.)
ternoon. In the meantime 'the examiRoswell, N. M., Feb. 25. Tempera- myself, and I am sending you herenation of Harriman as to the Chicago
Max.. 57; min., 29; mean, 43. with copy of letter, this day sent to
& Alton proceeded. Harriman denied ture.
Precipitation, 00; wind N. W-- , ve- Mr. Lea, and would ask that you kindknowledge of or participation in the
ly publish the same in the columns
sale of ten million dollars of bonds locity 4 miles; weather clear.
of your paper. Very respectfully
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
of the Alton at 96 to the New York
yours,
Tuesday;
warmer
tonight
and
Fair
Life Insurance Company.
(Signed) W. C. REID.
tonight.
M. WRIGHT,
Artesia Well in Four Days.
Copy of Letter.
Official in Charge.
C. P. Shearman returned Saturday
"Santa Fe, N .M Feb. 23, 1907.
"Mr. J. S. Lea, Roswell, N. M.
"My Dear Sir:
I have just read
your interview in the" Daily Record,
and am somewhat surprised that you
should return to Roswell and give out
such' a statement, purporting to be
the gist of the general conversation
here at Santa Fe, concerning the GovWe sell Couches, Davenernor and myself. In substance you
Lounges,
Folding
ports,
have said to the .people at Roswell
Eio. but after all a
that the Governor is a nice fellow,
rorwl substantial Iron Bed
but incompetent for his present position; and then follow this up by saywith a nice Felt Mattress
ing that I have prostituted my office
and a frojul Steel Coil Spring
in
the interest of railroads.
place
is the Best sleeping
concerning
. As to the statement
bed
you can buy. This
the Governor 1 know exactly where
complete as described for
you received the information which
you give out as the concensus of
only f25.
opinion here it was either from Col.
Max Frost himself, or some of his
s
Our Speciality is Good Bed.
er

BAILEY IS

--

EXONERATED

r,

book-keepe-

Bold-enwec- k

.

y,

sub-treasur-y

book-keepin-

Correct Sleeping Place
l'e,

I

.

a

ULLERY

FURNITURE
THE LEADERS.

-

ilk.

CO.

. After all sorts of efforts to destroy
and hinder the good work that Governor Hagerman baa done the last
resort seems to he, by a very few, to
try to damn him wkh faint praise.
his
Such methods are not .'worthy-of

so for $2,500 and do the work themselves. $6,507.68 is more than double
the salary of the Governor of the
Territory of New Mexico, and a great
deal more than that of Judge Pope,
e
who has spent a
to fit himself for his present place, and who
puts in at least 12 hours of the hardest sort of work each day. Do you
yourself, think it right that the taxpayers should be burdened with this
enormous salary for .the services rendered? Yet while here, you were
working against this proposed legislation not taking effect until after
your term of office expired.
As to the second charge that I
have been engaged in preventing a
reduction of railroad rates I not only deny this, but deny that an! one
ever told you that I was so doing! Nei
ther Mr. Hervey or .myself have ever
devoted one hour to political work
of any kind for the railroad, and no
one in Santa Fe, or any other place,
can say .that I have ever spoken to
them against the reduction of railroad rates, at any time or in any
manner.
One in public office must ordinarily
expect much criticism. In the past
I have preferred to allow my work
to speak for itself and not to be
drawn into any newspaper controversy; but this interview given out by
one of your standing in the community, and ibeing 6o far from a correct
representation of the .true condition
of affairs in Santa Fe, I deem it entitled to a public answer. I am, respectfully yours,
W. C. REID.
life-tim-

ARTESIA

,

Washington, Feb. 25. When the
agricultural aprpopri action bill was
taken up in the senate today the Fulton amendment, providing that no for
est reserves shall hereafter be created or enlarged without an act of congress in the states "of Oregon, Wash-- '
ington, Idaho, Montana, Colorado and
Wyoming, was adopted without debate. An amendment adding one million dollars to the appropriation for
improvement of forest reserves was
also adopted.

The amendment that hereafter the
date of inspection and canning must
be placed on the label of meat products was agreed to. Beveridge then
offered his amendment placing the
cost of meat inspection upon the
packers, and took the floor to address
the senate on its necessity. Warren
gave notice that at the proper time
he would make a point of order agy
adust this amendment.
Decision Against Railroads.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 25. The
cases of the Union Pacific and Burlington railroad companies against
various county treasurers of the state
of Nebraska, involving the tax rate
upon the property of railroads and
calling into question the administra
tion of the Nebraska state tax law,
were decided adversely to the railroads by the U. S. Supreme Court to-

I

--

day.

The XJ. S. Supreme Court today de
cided the case of the Gulf, Colorado
and Santa Fe Railroad vs. the Railroad Commission of Texas, involving freight rates, favorably to the
state.

COUNTY

In deciding the case of the Texas
Pacific vs. the cotton oil mills at Abilene and Cisco, Texas, favorably to
the railroad company, the supreme
court today held that the common
law right of individuals to make com-

plaint to the courts against the railroads for discrimination which existed before the enactment of the InterTHE BILL WILL, IT IS EXPECTED, state Commerce law, had been destroyed by that enactment. The court,
PASS THE HOUSE.
therefore, held that complaints must
be made through the Interstate Com'

merce Commission.
Deaths From Tuberculosis.

But

NOT THE

COUNGIL

Cameron Able to Block It In the Upper Body.
Advocates of the New
County Making All Kinds of Promises. Action Expected Soon.

Special to The Daily Record.
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 25. Both
bouses will meet late today, but there
will be nothing done in the Artesia
county matter. Action is expected beevening, and from
fore Wednesday
the present line-u- p it may be expected that it will pass the lower house.
The advocates of the new county are
making all kinds of promises and are
pushing the bill strongly. While it is
expected that the new combination
will be able to pass it in the house,
there is nothing to encourage them
in the Council, where Cameron appears to have things in control. Other county bills will (be passed with
the Artesia county bilL
.

Fire in Pittsburg. .
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 25. A disastrous fire broke out in the Darby Desk
Company building today. It spread to
two adjoining buildings and three
buildings were, practical y destroyed.
One woman and two men were Injur
ed, bat not seriously.

operator for
of Its email
stations in New Mexico, who cam
here a short time ago seeking benefit for consumption,
died Saturday'
and .the remains were shipped Sunday
to his old home at Cbarlestown, Ind.
His wife, Mrs. Jann, accompanied
the body to its final reeling place.
A. L. Jann, formerly an
the C R. I. & P., at one

Mrs. J. S. Rogers, aged 30 years,
died Thursday afternoon in a teat

near the Ward Sanitarium, of consumption. She was brought here by
her husband about two months ago.
The Knights of Pythias have been
showing the sick woman and her family ' many kind attentions, and they
have in chat way become well known
to many Roswell people. The deceased leaves four small children. The remains were shipped Saturday to the
old home in Chelsea, I. T., accompanied by the husband and children.
Elmer C. Powell, who came here a
short time ago from Paoia, Kan., for
the benefit' of his health, died this
morning at the (tubercular ward hi
St. Mary's Hospital (ram an attack
of pneumonia. He was about 24 years
old. The remains are being cared for
at the TJllery undertaking parlors,
pending the receipt of word from

t
:

'

Oil Expert is Her.
.Vi
John H. Gatey. the oil expert from
Pittsburg, Pa., arrived Saturday and
today made a trip of inspection to
the prospective oil fields of Roe we It.
His report will he given tomorrow.

,
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MEMBER ASSOCIATED
A BAND WAGON MEDLEY

(By the "Parson.")

To demand honesty in public affairs
is not to proclaim yourself a saint.
However, this is mot our1 text for today. Tie "Parson" has decided to
quit preaching and Join the grafters
provided there is any money In it.
needs the money but
He really
please don't send checks, mining
stock or thousand dollar bills. Just
among burserves as grafters, there
are Iota of Miesourians in the Pecos
Valley who might inquire into the
source of our sudden prosperity
and as Governor Folk once demonstrated, thousand dollar hills are too
easily traced.
s
Now, xlon't look for any connection
between our decision and the next
paragraph. There isn't any. The following editorial appeared In last
week's Carlsbad Argus:
"A man or people asking favors on
the one hand and using a club with
the other is not likely to get that
which la desired. This seems to The
Argus to be the attitude of the editor
of (the Roswell Record In Cie matter
of county division. If county division
is secured at this session of the leg- Islature, the Record editor more than
any one Influence will be responsible
for 1C The daily cavilings of the Record at the members of the legislative
assembly have not even the virtue of
truth, to say nothing of their being
and hurtful to the entire
Pecos Valley."
Merely an 'echo or the Santa Fe
serves as a
which
New Mexican,
paradigm religiously copied hy all the
"Me Too" Republican papers of the
Territory. If the members of the legislature were as sincere in their good
intentions as the Record editor they
would laugh at what the Record false- Iv said in criticism, even as we
laugh at the lower house of the leg'islature. The desire of the members
to defend their good name is commendable. But they do not go far
enough. They should prove, rather
than merely assert their honesty, instead of making childish threats, we
regard the utterances of he New
Mexican and its echoes as official
proclamations of the old machine men
fn the assembly. But it is not mere
"FAVORS" we are asking. Surely the
people of Sie Pecos Valley have
some rights.
-

ill-tim-ed

i

f

-

--

Here la another gem from the Albu
rueruue Citizen: "The Citizen would
again emphasize the fact that noth
ing can be secured for Albuquerque
or Bernalillo county by a system of
opposition to the Republican majority in ie legislature. And
less can be secured If it were
to have lees than nothing by
an idiotic system of blackguarding
those- who control legislation."
The Parson desires merely to em
phasize the words "WHO CONTROL
LEGISLATION,
and by way of com
ment add a paragraph from the Albuquerque Journal:
inquires why our
"One Vieightoor
representatives
hi the legislature
should not yield to the gang, eacrific-nwhat they know is right and con-- J
seating to what tey know Is wrong,
for the ' sake of getting a little appro-- (
priatlon of some sort for their own
county? A question embodying the
high sense of honor which stands out
conspicuously alt over tiro forego
ing, can only he properly answered
by asking another: Why should Judas not have sold his Lord, when he
could get thirty nice, bright pieces
of sliver for doing so?"
The people of course exercise no
control over their servants, and have
no right even to look m from the
gaHerles.
It strikes the Parson that
.there are about seventeen men in
the legislative body small enough to
on the head of a pra.
do a
bull-heade- d

poe-Bibl- e

-

g

I

i

-

cake-wal- k

!

Referring to the Bernalillo county
members, who are independent Republicans supporting the policy of
Governor Hagerman, the Daily Clti-(l'-s
sen says: '
Aa far : as getting anything for
i tSteir constituents while maintaining
their fight against the majority. It
wocrid be better If the county had no
members in the legislature.' '
AH of which Is offered as evidence
Heading to prove that "getting things"
is the sole idea of government in

toms of independence a county division threat is sprung on him, and
"the stuff's all off." Although Uie
Parson is not a member he is glad
to note that his influence at Santa
Fe is recognized to the extent of
sending out a proclamation against
the paper he works for through the
One
New Mexican and its echoes.
threat is directed against, the Military Institute. This institution, has a
paper of its own, and perhaps needs
no defense. Then, too, it does not divide its patronage with the Record
according to the unwrM'en law of
the grafters not even giving us the
news of its ordinary affairs hence,
it is in no sense responsible for the
utterances of the Record. Further, it
is a Territorial, not merely a local
institution an educational Institution of which the entire Territory has
reason to feel proud. Governor Hagerman is one of its warmest friends,
but it is time for him to join the Par"
son in compromising with the men
who "control legislation," or the appropriation will be cut off. J. J. Hagerman, too, should stop writing letters to Che Good Government League
of Roswell; and .the Commercial Club
stop sending out
should
literature advertising the Pecos Valley in competition with the Territorial Immigration Bureau, which is
one of the chief supports of the official Republican organ at Santa Fe.
The example of good government in
Chaves county is attracting too much
attention throughout the Territory,
and something must ibe done to equalize conditions. Cut the county in two
that's the trick. The property will
continue to pay the same rate of tax
into the Territorial treasury, and at
the same time leave the counties
without revenue to pay the expense
of any kind of government then,
maybe they will be glad to get any
thing the men who "control legisla
tion" see fit to give them. Incidental
ly, Governor Hagerman's home is in
Chaves county, and perhaps, the county division proposition wlH sere to
put a crimp in his audacity.
To put

the whole thing briefly, the

majority in the lower house of the
legislature seems to be merely seek
ing an excuse to "soak" the Pecos
Valley because Governor Hagerman
lives here, and because a majority of
the people, regardless of party, sup
port his efforts to give the Territory
an honest business administration.
Democrats have been advised to
keep still, that the Republican ma
chine is not fighting them. It is only
after Hagerman. All they ask is that
the Democrats keep hands off and
suppress the Roswell Daily Record.
A special grievance against the Rec
ord is Its campaign last fall against
Delegate
They wish to
Andrews.
frighten the Democrats of the Pecos
Valley into helping them down the
Governor and the Daily Record both
of which are considered dangerous
to the old system. Even a Santa Fe
correspondent of the Record seems
to have been frightened into using
the loud pedal on the Artesia county
music lest he' be excluded from the
galleries. As for the Argus man, he
should take insect powder and get
the bugs out of his system, then try
remedy for his !brain.
a mild anti-fa- t
not too strong lest it throw him into
fits.

The people are not deceived. They
are their own judges as to whether a
newspaper tells the truth or not. The
Record recently was criticised in a
public meeting here by a man who
has always posed as one of its best
friends, for expressing the opinion
that the organization of a good gov
ernment league in Roswell would be
regarded at Santa Fe as an imperti
nence. Albuquerque sent a "Boosters
Club" on an excursion to Santa Fe,
and they were given a reception that
causes us to cling to our original
opinion that climbing on the band wagon is the only act that will pacify
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Let

Kipling's

1
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New Mexico.
Now. according to aH precedent, is
Justified for just
not the ' Parson

once to saying, damn tie
s
One of the Record's correspondenU
t Santa Fe says that the biggest
oiub of all In this legislature is the
new county scheme. This does not
apply to Artesia county alone, but
every time any member shows symp
system.

-

..Candy Store..
Furnish you with the following goodies. - Fresh Candies
of all kinds. Shelled and
s.
Nuts, Oranges,
Lemons, Ice Cream,
Cigars and many other
good things. '
Cn-sbell- ed

Ba-ana-

.

Kipling's Csoily Store

:;We

would pay to have the-- Record suppressed. Bat, seriously, ithe editor and

3C

and "we have
the "Parson' are
used the pseudonym in this article
cei-e- ,

to prevent the New Mexican charging that U. was written at Santa Fe,
The Parson objects to the insinuation
that he can't write bis own sermons
but lils "long suit" is writing shorter
ones than this; Then, too, he is a
good natured cuss, and really has no
malice against any member of the legislature, and does not take himself
much more seriously than he does
AND READY FOR
the
at Santa Fe. To
quote good old Vicar Bray:
BUSINESS. TWO
."Beware of Phariseeism as of the
DOORS NORTH
unpardonable sin. Scold not, dear breJOYCE-PRUI- T
CO
thren, but talk of the things which
are pleasant, and instead of rebuking
the liar commend his goodness to
the poor, and instead of silencing the
Payton Drug, Book & backbiter, praise his subscription to
the soup kitchen. 'Yellow dogs' naturally
scold, but we, brethren have the
Company.
Stationery
gift of avoidance, and, O .fellow liars,
thieves and slanderers, let us live
ojrether in peace, and
nothing
the Republican majority at Santa Fe. tuvit fals'Jiood. stealing and calumThe Parson and the Record sincerely ny."
hope that the legislature will go
Hiving quoted .a criticism of th
xhead and prove that its memebert Record from
the Republican orsran o
deserve none of our criticism. The Eddy comty, we be? the indulgence
is
Record
assured that the
Parson
of the congregation in closing with a
stands ready to commend any good bouquet from
garden of
measure the assembly may pass. But Col. W. H. MullH-ne-the flowerpioneer
newsthe
paper
the Record is a Democratic
and paper man of the Pecos Valley, who
naturally might not agree with Re- not only scatters
sunshine from a
publicans as to what constitutes a heart
with Democracy
and
radiant
good measure.
good fellowship, but runs two Democratic papers at Carlsbad. The Sun
Whatever may be the practice in last week said:
New Mexico, Democracy in the states
"The Pecos Valley has, since "the
does not consist in bending the knee recent growth of the Roswell Record,
and begging for a iiand-ou- t
at the a daily second to none in the Territoback door of the Republican pie shop. ry in point of real worth. While the
We have heard of a Democrat in Ros- Record is not as large as the Citizen
well of whom Governor Otero said or Journal of Albuquerque, it will
that he could get more from than any shortly grow to their proportions if
Republican in the Pecos Valley.' Per- the business men of Roswell can
haps this is a part of the system. But show the proper enterprise in supsurely the whole Democratic party porting it. There is room for at least
of the Pecos Valley cannot be used one good daily in this Valley, and
to further the plans of the old Re- while we of CarlShad are unwilling
publican machine. If the Democrats to be taxed for the maintenance of
hope to maintain their organization a daily, we appreciate the benefits
and win in 1908, they cannot afford we receive in the Record. While the
to line up definitely with either side editorial page of the Record is not
tihe especial boast of the paper, it is
in the Republican factional fight
but neither can they afford to dodge superior to that of any other in the
the issue on any public measure of Territory, and is copied more. Mr.
Importance. Possibly the old Repub- Puckett is terse and sensible, if not
lican machine will defeat the Gov elegant or witty."
ernor and his supporters but df the
Democrats throw in with the old
NOTE:
The Parson will write
Republican bosses, pray what kind of henceforth from the standpoint of a
a position will they be in to go be- grafter, who being newly converted
fore the people and ask for a trial to the creed of the system, will be
of Democratic government ?
perhaps a little
He
promises, however, to be briefer in
we
are
If "pie" is the only thing
his next communication.
after, why elect Democratic Representatives at ail? Why not disband
For meat and market prothe Democratic party of the Territo
ry, acknowledge that the Pecos Val ducts, 'phone 425, 107 North
ley has no right to any consideration Main Street.
so long as it remains Democratic, and
depend altogether on such men as
Notice.
D. L. Newkirk, of Artesia, who has
Company
The Roswell Telephone
not been in the Territory long enough is getting out a new directory, to
to vote, and yet who is granted a
more favorable hearing than two reg issue about March 15. All persons
who .wish any change in the present
ularly elected
representatives,
councilman and the whole people of directory, please notify me at my of
the county that pays more taxes than fice, 109 E. 3rd St... or G. D. McQuil- any other in the Territory?
len, phone 42.
Let the Democrats disband and be
02t4.
E. W. MITCHELL.
come political tramps and beggarsnor dare utter a word of criticism or
censure. If the Pecos Valley is to be
Eighty acres, well improved, 1
treated as a .mere dependency, pay miles from court house, for sale at
ing taxes and getting no returns, is a bargain for a few days. Carlton
it any wonder that many of our peo- &
Bell.
ple are in favor of Judge Batetnan'3
plan of annexing the whole valley to
Texas where we can enjoy the rights
and privileges of statehood and good
government? This plan has not yet
been dropped, and several congress
men and senators have given it se
rious thought.

prig

Are Moved

farcd-eomed-

And you'll soon be wanting to get out and breathe the perfume of the alfalfa
'
'
and the apple blossoms.
-

y
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Why Not Buy a Rig Like This?
rigs look alike if the finish is alike, but it is the quality under th paint that counts. Liv-er- v
use is the severest test of vehicles and ther is not a liverv firm, i wo vphts in Iuivuiipsh
in this end of the valley that has not bought the second lot of our rigs. It is worth your
while to think about this, if you want the best value lor your money.
All

W.

Majestic

If the Pecos Valley acknowledges
that her only, political motive is local selfishness, then what argument
have we left against all the pie going
to Santa Fe, Las Vegas or Albuquerque? We become grafters Mke the
rest of them, caring for no general
interest of the Territory content- - if
only a bone be thrown to us occasionally, to let the balance of the Territory go to the devil. Then would
we become "yellow dogs" indeed.
The Parson is informed that the
editor of the Record Is working on
and might resign if his salary were cut oft but we also understand that the (business manager and
principal owner of the Record is
nearly as cranky about running his
own private business as the Parson
Is about refusing to talk in a whisper. However, wider the New Mexico system. perhaps a proper question
would be . how much the machine

THEATRE
.

F. C. NELMS,
-- TWO

Manager

SHOWS DAIL-

Y-

7sl5 and 815 p, m.
Program
For

To-Nig-

ht

1.
2.
3.
4.

Overture,
Alps Thru a Telescope.

5.

Overture.

Who's Who.
Song.
"Where
Roses Grow."

Southern

Sky Scrapers.
7. Song. "Pal of Mine."
6.

8.
9.

Professor Retort.
Exit March.

Program

MONDAYS

&

THURSDAYS
ADMISSION

lOcts.

.

No Reserved Seats

Children
two
Matinees Mon. and
Sat. 3 p. m.

For the

Hardware Company.

Transfers of Real Estate.
The following leeds Shave been filed for record in the office of Probate
Clerk and Recorder F. P, Gayle:
H. M. Tyler and wife to W. O. Gordon, for $1,400, lot 6, block 3, Mountain View Addition to Roswell.
Harry Wildy Lea to W. T. Wells,
for $200, lot 9, block 7, Thurber's addi
tioa to Roswell,
Judson A. St, John and wife to W.
D. Edwards, for $3,600, a tract of 58
acres in
and 58 shares in the
Rio Hondo Water Users' Association.
The Lake Arthur Townsite

Our Jewelry
Line isa bigComplete.
have just
the Swastika
lot

We
received
of
Indian
Lucky Charm Jewelry, which consists of Hat Pins, Cuff Buttons, Fobs, Watch Charms, Stick Pins, Etc. We can suit
you from a swell line of Gold Bracelets The lady who
wears short sleeves should have one of these pieces of jewelry
--

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.

Com-

pany to Fred J. Lukens, for $80, lots
1 and 2,' block 10, Lake Arthur.
Felix Irrigation Company to the Ha
germ an Irrigation Company, for $1
and other consideration, their lands,
ditches, waterdghts and other holding".
A. Kuster and wife to Helen CarFOR SALE.
penter, for $1,700, twenty acres in 8 FOR SALE.
Land Bcrip. W. G.
42tf
Skillman.
Oarpen-penteEdward C. Gessert to Ira H.
ALFALFA SEED Warranted pure.
for $1,800, the NE quarter
Chas Doty, 1 mile south of RosOltlO
well.
Rufus W. Smith and wife to Oliver
Prelan, for $100, lot 7, block 5, Val- FOR SALE OR TRADE:
One horse
ley View addition to Roswell.
and buggy. Apply 311 W. Tilden.
Benjamin Harrison, by sheriff sale,
03t6
to W. R. Pilant, for $40, lot 1, block
ALFALFA 30 or 40 tons .first class,
9, Ovards taddltion to Roswell.
2nd cutting, and Groceries, at P. V.
W. ft. Pliant and wife to Juan Tort6
Feed Yard, Phone 334..
res, for $100, lot 1, block 9, Ovards'
addition to Roswell.
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply OaThe Dexter Townsite company totf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
E. E. Brunk, for $125, lots 8. 10, 12,
One rotary and drop
14 and 16, block 8, Hunchindorf's ad FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
dition to Dexter,
or write the Oasia Ranch.
29tf
John J. Sherman by special master
FOR
SALE:
Corn planter, disk culWalter Paylor, to M. M. Brunk, for
tivator,
Studebaker hack, road
$2,200, the NW quarter
John J. Sherman and wife to M. M, .scraper, grindstone and other tools
at 204 West Alameda avenue.
Brunk eighty acres in NW quarter of
10 acres nice land, alFOR SALE:
Mrs. S. L. Overman and others to
most adjoining city limits on the
J. Ragsdale, the south half of lot 3,
north, $800. Inquire of L. R. Smith
and all of lot 4, block 5, Thuilber's
care Western Grocery Co,., Roswell.
addition to Roswell.
300tf.
Z. T. Martin and George W. Lit- tlefield, for $5,000, lots 1 and 2 block
FOR RENT.
16 West Side Addition to Roswell and
Typewriter.
Address
a one-sixt-h
interest in an artesian FOR SALE:
0t6
531.
Box
well.
Large room suitable
FOR RENT:
OGLE WILL PROVIDE
for two gentlemen, 212 N. Ky. ave.
FOR FIFTY GUESTS.
05t2
Mr. W. W. Ogle has promised the FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
exeoutave committee of the Stock
Main St.
85tf
men's convention that he is making
rooms,
RENT:
FOR
Four
small
fur
arrangements to provide sleeping
nished for light house keeping.
quarters for fifty of Roswell's guests
05t3
Phone 411.
who will be here at that time. He
will make tnis possible by fitting up
.WANTED.
cots in his spacious furniture store.
'
Experienced irrigator at
WANTED:
very
elated
much
The committee is
99tf
the Slaughter Farm.
over the demonstrations of good- will
on the part of Mr. Ogle, and hopes WANTED:
popular
Salesman for a
it will prove to 'be but one among
priced line of cigars Good thing
many efforts on the part of Roswell
for a rustler. Address with previous
business men to provide for our experience and references, M. W.,
guests in April next. It is expect
05t2
care Record.
ed that twenty-fiv- e
hundred visitors
for
Candy
the
salesman
will be here during the convention, WANTED:
Valley
Pecos
by
towns
covered
the
so it can be very readily seen that our
Must have best of refercapacity will be taxed to the utmost railroad.
show aibility as a husences
and
in order to arrange suitable sleeping
M. W., care Record.
Address,
tler.
quarters for alL Of course we must
05t2
not, neither can we afford to fall the
Lady or gentleman of
visitors in this matter, therefore any WANTED:
fair education to travel and collect
one who can adopt the plan whieh Mr
Ogle has promised to carry out will
for firm of $250,000 capital. Salary, $1,072 per year and expenses.
be doing a patriotic thing tor Roswell
Salary paid weekly and expenses
how many you
Tell
advanced, references required. Ad-- .
can arrange to care for.
dress, with stamp, J. A. Alexander,
;
GEO. M. SLAUGHTER,
Roswell, N. M.
It
Chairman.
22307.

Classified

ids.

H. I. NOWLAN
LAWYER
Qarst B'ld'g.

Roswell, N, M.

11-2- 5.

r,

R.

E. LUND
LAWYER

nining Law

Specialty
Navajo Block.

-

-

324 N.

Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES

At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

184

.

J.

W. C. Kelil.

Reid

&

M. Ilervey.

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block.

Phone gai

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

E. B. STONE
GROCERIES

HAY

AND

GRAIN

Phone 220, 5th and flo.

-

Complete Change of

J

P. Lewis

H

Pioneers of Fair Prices.

over-zealou- s.

The Pecos Valley's representatives
who are all Democrats, have in most
cases voted with the iminority faction
of the Republican party, but they do
so only from principle, according to
their view of the real .merits of the
bills proposed. They .have that right.
If the Parson were In the legislature
he would be voting with the minority,
and out of it his sentiments are the
same. We have no more use for Governor Hagerman's partisan Republican theories than eome of the fellows
who are fighting him have for his
honor and integrity.' In fact, the Parson will have no particular regrets
if the struggle results, in the utter
smashing of the Republican party
but if the Democrats join the grafters, how can they ask honest and reasonable Republicans to aid them in
giving the Territory better government?
'

Coming

i

Figure with B. F. Smith when you
want buggy painting, phone 171. 7tf
A

"

Eyes tested free at
Jeweler and Optician.

LE

Boellner,
SSt!

LOST.
Log chain in or near Ros
LOST:
well. Return to Record office and

reecive liberal reward.

042

Piano Bargains

5sp
Bernard Pos Piano Co
EXPERT TUNING.
Telephone 322.

s

Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale

at the Record

Office.

POLITICAL

i6o
Hondo

little bill of his own creation to Cutve
those, officials put on a salary basis.
Hds oill will .be killed but he dose
not know It yet. Others are bringing
lu measures expected to meet local
conditions or forward pet schemes.
but not many of the members have
been taken tnat way.
As kmg as the District attorney
bill hangs up in the council there will
not Ibe any rush of important legislation, and it may be that all legislation
ROOSEVELT TALKS
will be blocked. "The members of the PRESIDENT
ON CIVIC DUTIES OF
bouse, some seventeen of them, are
A CITIZEN.
getting uneasy because the council
has not passed Chat district attorney
bill, and they are beginning to talk
about blocking things until they get
Although this Assembly
is
action.
looked upon as averaging better than
IT IS YOUR RIGHT
any former Assembly, It 'is not
oelieved that any great damage will
be done by a complete failure to legMoCutchen.
islate.

ACTIVITY

Water-Rig-

Laadt 40

ht

acres in alfalfa.

This land

can be had for a few

days at

$35.00 per acre.

I

Carlton & Bell

3M NORTH nAlN ST., ROSWELL,

The President Declares Every Citizen Should Do His Part in the Government of Our Communities and of
Federal
Control of
the Nation.
Great Corporations.

INJUNCTION

N. M.

REFUSED

which stock can be taxed only in the
county in which Je owners resides,
and the failure of the bill to provide
CANOFFICIALS
for the proper assessment of land GOVERNMENT
NOT BE ENJOINED IN
grants, coal lands, timber lands, and
HONDO CASES.
other large interests. The stock
scheme will probably ibe- killed in the
house, where a large number of the
members are opposed to a return to
(Con tinued from Page One.)
grass piracy of the past.
the
Council.
passed
the
in
and
traduced
County
division projects are becomHut it was amended in the house so ing prominent.
DECISION ON SATURDAY
WHENEVER A MEMas to provide for the appointment of BER GETS UNRULY. SOME COUNcounty commissioners by the other TY DIVISION SCHEME IS HATCHmembers of the board, and upon that ED UP AGAINST HIM, and It is not
provision the governor based his veto at all improbable that several will
That the grounds .for the veto were pass at least one of the houses.
The Remedy Asked Was That Plainwell taken is best shown by the fact
Artesla county is being pushed by tiffs Be Given Water Rights From
that the bill was again introduced by an industrious lobby, headed by EdMay Take
the Hondo Reservoir,
Martinez in the council and the house itor Newkirk, of
the Pecos Valley Cases to Court of Claims.
did not attempt an amendment this News. He has revived an apparently
time. This bill restores to the coun- dead project, and his chances of getty commissioners the power to fill all ting it through .the house have improv
vacancies in county offices, but com- ed. Just what his line of argument is,
missioners will be named by the gov- can only Ibe guessed,
it is certain
ernor, as always has been the case in that he is appealing .but
Judge W. W. Gatewood, as attorto the political
New Mexico.
ney
for the plaintiff, and W. M. Reed,
maprejudices
.the
of
members of the
Miera, of Sandoval county, has in- jority, and is getting
one of the defendants in the cases of
listeners.
Fore
troduced a bill for the regulation of mere spite against the people of the
the mounted police force, which in- Pecos Valley, there is no telling wiiat Daniel & Daniel against W. M. Reed,
et al., and R. J. Dunnahoo against
creases salaries and is looked upon might happen.
W. M. Reed et al., returned Sunday
with favor, by those interested in this
highly efficient force of peace officers So far as your correspondent can see, morning on the auto from Santa Fe,
It is generally recognized that this there is absolutely no sign of a bread where they had a hearing of said casin that brutal republican Majority in
force had done great good in New
house .but if anything the organi es before Judge Wm. H. Pope. The
the
inend should be encouraged to
is stronger .than ever before. plaintiffs in these two suits asked
zation
crease its efficiency.
17
The
members of that majority that Mr. Reed and the other Governto
Miera has also introduced a bill
together
stand
in all questions, and ment officials be enjoined from taking
place his county in the first district
vote
always
can
be counted before their water rights out of the Hondo
for district attorneys purposes. It is the
dam of the
river at the diversion
roll
call.
the
well understood that the leaders in
suggesremedy
Hondo
reservoir.
The
Uill
The only
county do not like the present district
right
was
water
for
lands
the
ted
a
attorney, but as it appears that there now before the legislature is the dis- in question out of the reservoir itattorney
.bill,
trict
Js
and
stalled
that
is no hope of any changes this course
self. Judge Pope heard a motion of
has been taken. The passage of the in the council, with no Immediate defendants and dismissed the cases
prospect
a
change.
was
reported
of
It
county
with
Sandoval
put
bill will
in
on the ground that they were out of
Rio Arriba, instead of Bernalillo, as the first of the week tlJUt the neces- his jurisdiction, .holding that the govat present. When the fight over the sary votes nad Ibeen secured, and ernment was the party to be sued.
district attorney bill first came up it some encouragement was give the ru- As the government cannot be sued
was understood that there would be mor by the appointment of two addi- without an act of congress, the cases
a change of district attorneys for Ber- tional members to the committee on probably will
in the Court
nalillo county, in case the bill passed judiciary. Miera and Martinez were of Claims.
but it is now known that the men be- named and both are strongly in favor
hind the bill do not care anything of the bill as it now stands. Since the
about the man, and are willing that ohange in the committee there has
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
the councilman from that district been no move.
'5
name the man, which would mean the
According to the canvass of your
The Shakespeare club met Saturretention of Clancy, if that official de- correspondent the vote on that bill day afternoon with Miss Sadie Costa
As soon as still stands 7 to 5 in favor of its pas- and had an interesting lesson on the
sired a
this condition was realized the lead- sage, and the regulars need one more Third Act of Richard III. The club's
ers of Sandoval county got busy in vote as it must be passed over a special meeting on Macbeth, with lecan effort to change their district.
veto and that requires eight votes. ture by Rev. E. McQueen Gray, which'
Hagerman was to have been held this afternoon,
A bill has been introduced to
The friends of Governor
the exemption granted railroads claim to have at least six votes has been postponed until Thursday on
building in this territory, under which against the bill, and that the recent account of the illness of the Reverend
they escaped taxation for six years. move in enlarging the committee on Mr. Gray.
It will probably pass.
judiciary was because it became
A great many of the young people
The bill to assist beet sugar facto get more
tories and other industries by giving votes in the committee to prevent are planning to attend the amateur
them tax exemptions will probably them from bringing it to the floor and theatrical at the Military Institute topass the legislature, and become a killing it.
night, to be given by the cadets in the
Some of the meiribers of the house gymnasium.
law.
It will Ibe quite an evTle council has been working hard j now show a disposition to push thru ent socially.
on a new revenue law, which is gener- special pet measures. One member
A bowling party will be given toally regarded as a good one with the has a relative holding the office of jus
exception of the provision under ttce of the Peace, and he seeks by a night at the Jewett bowling parlor.
A force from the Joyce-Prustore
will play a team of bankers and wives
and lady friends of both will be in
team
attendance. The Joyce-PruIs composed of Charles Shepherd, J.
Gross, Mr. Wright, Olin Bemds and Mr
Dicken. The bankers who will play
are George M. Slaughter, Oliver H.
Smith, Bruno Totzek, Albert Hanny

LAST WEEK

AT SANTA EE

Me-loo-

-

,
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Old Papers Cheap I

and Claude Hobbs.
Eggs for Setting.
Pure bred Minorca, $1 for 15. Mrs.
M. W. Witt. 812 Michigan avenue,
Phone 236.
05t2

!c.
Per Hundred

At Mecord. Office.

TRADE.
We nave some fine land in artesian
belt, well located, to exchange for
Missouri, Kansas or Oklahoma prop-

erty.

The speech
made by President
Roosevelt Saturday at the Harvard
Union at Cambridge, was received too
late .for 'publication in Saturday's Daily Record. However, there were some
livings ithat render the date of delivery unimportant. They are worth .pre
serving for all time.
As a talk to college men a large
portion of it was devoted to athletics
and the usual topics, worn threadbare.
Then the President launched
imto the practical things of life which
one has to fight for.
The Record
gives a few characteristic
from the address:
"You here when you graduate .will
take up many different kinds of work,
but there is one work in which all
as
of you should take part simply
good American citizens, and that is
Rethe work of
member, in the first place, that to take
part in the work of government does
not in the least mean of necessity to
hold office. It means to take an intelligent, disinterested and practical
part in the everyday duties of the
average citizen, of the citizen who is
not a faddist or a doctrinaire, but who
abhors corruption and dhslrkes
who wishes to see decent gov
ernment prevail at home, with genu
ine equality of opportunity for all
men so far as it can be brought about ;
and who wishes, as far as foreign
matters are concerned, to see this nation treat all other nations, great and
small, with respect, and if need be
with generosity, and at the same time
show herself able to protect herself
by her own might from any wrong
at the hands of any outside power.
Each man here should feel that he
has no excuse, as a citizen in a democratic republic like ours, if he fails
to do his part in the government. It
is not only his right so to do, but his
duty; his duty both to the nation and
to himself. Each should feel that, if
he fails in this, he is not only failing
in his duty but is .showing himself in
a contemptible light. A man may
neglect his political duties because
he is too lazy, too selfish, too shortsighted, or too timid; but whatever
the reason may be it Is certainly an
unworthy reason, and it shows either
inef-fienc-

a weakness or worse than a
ness in the man's character.

The weakling and the coward are
out of place in a strong and free com
In a republic like ours the
munity.
governing class is composed of the
strong men who take the trouble to
do the work of government; and if
you are too timid or too fastidious
or too careless to do your part in this
work, then you forfeit your right to
be considered one of the governing
and you become one of the governed
instead one of the driven cattle of
the political arena. I want you to
feel that it is not merely your right
to take part in ipolltics, not merely
your duty to the State, but that it Is
demanded by yoru own
unless yau are content to acknow
ledge that you are unfit to govern

Opportunity to
One good 3 room
bouse and 3 lots

1500.000 to loan on irrigated farms
Long time loans. Interest payable annually wttn privilege to pay off loan
before doe. J. B. Herbst. Financial
Age-i- t,
303 N. Mala. opn. P. O.

close in, $950.00.
$250 cash down
balance easy pay-

Good high grade piano to exchange
wagon and team. H. F. Vernril-bo05tf

Rakes, Spades and Hoes
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State rights
questions,

In

by

connection

With

these

the people who know

that the States can not with justice

to fhoth sides practically control the
corporations, and .who therefore advocate such control because they do not
venture to express their real wish,
which Is that there shall .be no control at all. Honest and fair dealing
iradlway corporations) will gain anl
not lose by adequate Federal control.
Most emphatically. It is both- the
to
duty and interest of our people
deal fairly with such corporations
and to see that a premium is put upon
honest management of them and that
in them are amply
those who invest
protected, but ' those who invoke the
doctrine of State rights to protect
States corporate creations in predatory activities extended through other
as those
States are as
who once invoked the eame doctrine
in
to protect the special
terest. The States have shown that
they have not the ability to curb the
power of syndicated
wealth, and
therefore, in the interest of the peo
ple, it must be done by National ac
tion. Our present warfare is against
-

short-sighte- d

slave-iholdm-

g

-

The Bridal Party in all its
beauty may be seen at the Bap95-- tl
tist Church, March 1st.

See me or phone me at. once for
trees.: Will be In Roswell continually
until the first. Wyatt Johnson. 02t6

Moreover, redone, by combination.
member that normally the prime
object of political life should be to
achieve results and not merely to Issue
manifestoes save of course
where the issuance of such manifestoes help to achieve the results. It
is a very bad thing to be morally
callous for moral callousness is disease.
The religious man who is most useful is not he whose sole care is to
save his own soul, but the man whose
religion bids him strive to advance
decency and clean living and to make
the world a better place for his fellows to live in; and all this is just as
true of the ordinary citizen in the per
formance of the ordinary duties of
political life.
"So it is with the great questions
which group themselves around the
control of corporations in the interest of the public. There has been
a curious revival of the doctrine of

prompt to criticise every affirmative
step taken, I have yet to see one of
them lift a finger to remedy the
wrongs that exist. So 4t is In every
field of public activity. States' rights
should ibe preserved when they mean
the people's rights, but not when they
mean the people's wrongs ; not. for
instance, when they are invoked to
prevent the abolition of child labor,
or to break the force of the laws
which prohibit the importation of
contract labor to this country; in
short, not when they stand for wrong
or oppression of any kind or for nat
ional weakness or impotence at home
or abroad. It is to the men who work
in practical fashion with their fel
lows, and not to those who, whether
because they are impractical or Inca
pable, can not thus work, that we
owe what success we have had in
dealing with every problem which we
have either solved or started on the
path of solution during the last de
cade.

R.

11.

McClM.

Agent:
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. "Remember always
that this Republic of our Is a very real democracy, and that you can only win suc-

cess oy showing that you have the
right stuff in you. The college man

A.C. OlICE.

E. F. COOPER.

ITS

Cooper & jiiiicc

,

self-respe-

One More Good

r
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special privilege. The men many of
them, I am sorry to say. college men
who are prompt to speak against ev
ery practical means which can be de
vised for achieving the object we
have in view 'the proper and adequate supervision by the Federal Government of the great corporations do
ing an interstate business are, nev
ertheless, themselves powerless to so
yourself and have to submit to the much as outline any plan of construe
tive statesmanship which shall give
rule of somebody else as a masterand this is what It means if you do relief. I have watched for six years
not do your own part in government these men, both in public and those
in private life, though they are

Save Your Rent

CARLTON & BELL.

for-

weak-

Lite "moat othW 'Things of value,
education is good only 1b so far as
it is used aright, and if it is misused
or if It causes the owner to be so
puffed up with pride as to make Mm
misestimate the relative values of
things K becomes a harm and not a
.benefit. - There are few things less
desirable than 'the arid cultivation.
the learning and refinement which
lead merely to that Intellectual con
ceit 'which makes a .man in a democratic community like ours hold him
self aloof from his fellows and pride
himself upon the weakness which he
mistakes for supercilious strength.
Small is the use .of those educated
men who in after life meet no one
but themselves, and gather in parlors
to discuss wrong conditions .which
they do not understand and to advocate remedies which have the prime
defect of being unworkable. The
judgment on practical affairs, politi
cal and social, of educated men who
keep aloof from the conditions of prac
tieal life, is apt to be valueless to
those other men who do really wage
effective war against the forces of
baseness and of evil. Prom the political standpoint education is a harm
and not a benefit to the men whom
it serves as an excuse for refusing to
for
mingle with their fellows and
standing aloof from the broad sweep
of our national life in a curiously impotent spirit of fancied superiority.
wrongheadedness of
The political
such men ' Is quite as great as that
of wholly uneducated men.
"In popular government results
worth having can only be achieved by
men who combine worthy ideals with
practical good sense; who are resolute to accomplish good purposes, but
who can accommodate themselves to
the give and take necessary where
work-hato be done, as almost all
important work must necessarily be

Now.

Place

Same
Same
ROOM

8,

TEXAS

Business

BLOCK.

ROSWELL,

PHONE

H. M.,

DAYTON,

the man of intellect and training,
should take the lead in every fight
for civic and social righteousness.
He can take that lead only if in a spir
he
It of thoroughgoing democracy
takes his place among his fellows, not
standing aloof from them, .but mixing
with them, so that he may know, may
with their
feel, may sympathize
hopes, their ambitions, their principles and even their prejudices as
an American among Americans, as

375

H. M.

the convening of the grind Jury, that
J. C. Gilbert the man whom Clark so
soundly

whipped

.would be indicted

for this murder, it being declared
that evidence would be forthcoming
proving that Gilbert had gone to his
home after Chase and Clark had
come together, had procured a rifle
stood in the front door of his borne
took deliberate aim and ftred, at
which instant Chase fell. This rumor
proved to be unfounded, and Gilbert
is one of the Territory's principal wita man ' among men."
nesses.
WAS IT CLARK OR M'KEAN
In this connection an instance in
WHO SHOT DEPUTY CHASE? the Lincoln county court, In which
While the readers of the Record Jap Clark was on
trial for unlawfully
know that the trial of Jop Clark and handling a deadly weapon, is being
at
was
continued
W. A. M'Kean
told. Major W. H. H. Llewellyn was
a few days ago and that Olark the district attorney and Col. O. W.
was taken to the penitentiary to await Prichard was defending'
dark. In
a later hearing of the case, they will his argument to the jury, Llewellyn
be interested In the following special painted Clark as an exceptionally bad
from Estancia sent out just before the man a dangerous, unruly, heartless
continuance of the trial and telling of cowboy, and in every sense of the
the preparations that were made and word a diabolical desperado. At every
giving a history of the shooting and term applied to him by
the district atthe hopes and intentions of both the torney, calling attention to his desprosecution and defense:
perate character, Clark stralghened
Estancia, N. M., Feb. 19. The jury up in his chair, expanded his lungs
in the Jap L. Clarak murder case is and looked contentedly at the court,
being empaneled today.
The jury lawyers, jurors and audience.
It
will hardly be sworn In before to- pleased him immensely.
Col. Prichmorrow, as many are disqualifying, ard, in bis argument denied 'all
that
and the defense will probably exer- Llewellyn had said, and declared
cise its eighteen peremptory chalthat Clark was nothing but
lenges, with a possibility of the terri- a big cowboy, a little reckless
some
tory using its six challenges. The things, .possibly, but in no .sensein a bad
trial of the cause proper will con- man; he was in fact, a big, good
sume about two days.
booby, with neither the desire
W. A. McKean, jointly indicted with to hurt anyone nor the nerve to carry
mornvery
man
this
sick
Clark, Is a
any such desire into effect should he
ing, ;being under the physician's care formulate one. During this address to
It is the jury Clark made .himself as small
with .symptoms of pneumonia.
thought, however, that he will be able as possible.
It did not please tihn.
to appear In court tomorrow.
Jurv after deliberating a short half- been
Attorney General Reid has
hour returned a verdict of not guilty
subpoenaed as a witness for the de- Walking down the street with friend-aftea
fense. He is dntended to be used as
the trial, Clark said: "Well.
a character witness.
Prichard got me out of this but LlewThe Crime.
ellyn ie a damsite the best lawyer."
The crime for which Clark and Mc- This is a true incident, and goes to
kean now stand charged is for the show, as the people say, that although
murder of James M. Chase, a deputy Clark is not in reality a bad man, he
sheriff, at Torrance, N. M., on the is desirous of having the name.
4th day of April, 1905. Just what the
Tn the .nrfisftnt nsp Colonel CI W
territory expects to prove as to the Prichard and A. B. Renehan of Santa
causes which lead up to killing has Fe are defending Clark and McKean.
not been intimated by District Attor- The trial will .be vigorously fought by
ney Clancy; but the presumption is the Territory
and the defense, and
It will,
that Clark will set up
is thought, consume the time
it
.In
Torrance of the court until next Saturday evenIs said that Clark arrived
early In the day and immediately took ing at which time the court will necea
off .his arms and left them in the sa- sarily adjourn, as Judge Mann must
After depos- ibe In
loon of one Davidson.
Santa Fe on Monday next, there
iting his arms with Davidson, he no- to assume his duties as an associate
ticed Charley Gilbert, for whom he justice of the supreme court.
had a pronounced dislike, and immediately administered to the said GilDo you believe in feeding
bert a sound threshing. Gilbert, after Clark had finished with him, ihunt-e- tramps? You will after seeing
up Chase and reported to Mm what Qyp Junior
at the Baptist
had happened. Chase, being a warm Church, next Friday.
85-- tl
friend of Gilbert, and there being bad
blood between him and Clark, set
Rev. E. McQueen Gray was here
They Sunday conducting services at St. An
out to call Clark to account.
met at the saloon, words were ex- dreys' Mission for the Episcopalians
changed and guns came Into play. It of Roswell returned home Sunday
is said that Chase fired the first shot, night. He was to have delivered a lec
inflicting a flesh wound in the upper ture on "Macbeth" to the Shakespart of Clark's right leg. The firing peare club this afternoon, but had the
then became rather promiscious, affair postponed on account of having
while temporarily lost his voice through
Clark standing his ground
Chase was running and turning and hoarseness. The lecture will be defiring frequently. At the corner of livered Thursday afternoon.
the DunJavy mercantile building
o
Chase fell, mortally wounded. An in
C. R. Blurton and family and Mrs.
quest developed the fact that iie had H. U. Davis and children, of North
received two wounds either of which Hill, left Sunday night for Uvalde.
would ihave proved fatal. It will be Texas, where they willmake their
for the territory to prove by whom home.
these shots were fired, whether both
were fired by Clark or McKean, or
For loans on improved Pecos Vat-leone by each, and consequently, wheth
real estate at lowest rates, apply
er Clark or McKean Is the murderer giving full particulars, to Box 76, care
of Chase. It is evidently the theory Record. Roswell, N. M.
0M39
of the prosecution that Clark is the
Extra fancy, winter laying, Single-Comprincipal in this affair and that McRhode Island Reds, 15 egga
Kean is an accessory, as Clark is held
without bail while McKean is allowed $2.00; 30 eggs, $3.75. No stock for
to make bond In the sum of $10,000. sale. H. V. Robertson, Amarillo, Tex.
dlt-wThere was considerable talk prior to
.
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Phone No. 35

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers

In

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

at

all times.

A good program tonight, Majestic

HELP WANTED:. A pantry girl at
The GUkeaoni i Apply at once.
Frank DiUier, wtho has been here
C. i R. Prindle, a land immigration
several days vistting old friends left agent
from Lawton, Miohigan, who
Saturday morning for Texieo.
ihas been here several days with land
S. M. King returned Saturday mor- buyers, left "Saturday night tor Artening from ' a week's visit with his sia and Pecos.
children at Artesia and Lake Arthur.
Henry George and wife arrived on
Friday
from Staples, Minnesota, to
R. B. Fleming returned to his home meet
the tatter's father, Mr. Mac
in Dexter Saturday night, havin
but missed him and will go to
made a short business visit in Ros
Amarillo tomorrow. '

Don't Let Talk Take
the Place of Test

-

'

Far-lan-

well.

W. K. McFarland, of Staples, Minne
Miss Hattle Boone came up from sota, returned Saturday night
her school at Spring Mound Valley
and Joined his daughter and
Saturday .morning to spend two days
in this city who recently
at 'home.
arrived from Staples, Minnesota.
Zeb Wood, of Mitchell county, Tex
U should .have one of those famas arrived Saturday to remain indefi ous Woolard Books
Toasts, also
nitely prospecting and seeing the Love ami Friendship, ofsilk and leath
country.
er binding only. 50c and 1.00. Very
tasty. Ingersoll's Book Store. 03tf
The crowd of young people that
went to Elklns for the cowboy dance
The Little Mothers will apat Wild Horse ranch, returned Satur
pear in the Gyp Junior Enterday night.

Don't let anyone's prejudice or selfish opposition convince
you that any of the "Triangle A" brands are not better
than any other cigars sold at the same price.
That's no way to judge.
You can test it for yourself, and you are the only one
who knows when the cigar suits you.
Smoke any "Triangle A" brand and compare it fairly
with any other cigar sold at the same price.
,
We are willing to stake the success of our whole business
on public opinion founded on this test.
The experience which has been combined in producing
the American Cigar Company's cigars was acquired from the
operation of nearly 100 of the most famous and successful
factories in Cuba and the United States. And processes of
proper refining and scientific blending mean much to every

son-in-la- w

The New

No

extra-wrappe-

AMERICAN CIGAR COMPANY, Manufacturer

--

days.

s
Mrs. Sallie Oevrman went to
returnSunday,
spend
to
ranch
ing Ciis morning.

Charles De Freest left Saturday evening on a business trip down the

For meat and market products, 'phone 425. 107 North

valley.

Red-land-

Main Street.

Let Muncy do your hauling. He has
See our 5 and 10c counters. Makin
Mrs. Lillie Howeth came up from
the most complete transfer outfit in Carlsbad Saturday for a two days' viBoellner, the
baa It Roswell.
Jeweler.
It sit with relatives.
cheaper.
S7tf
J. R. Demlinger left Saturday mornEdwin Weidman and Moses Schloss
Judge Emmett Patton spent
ing from a five days' business trip of Dexter spent Sunday with lady
at Hagerman.
to Dallas.
friends in Roswell.
W. S. Davisson, of Hagerman was a
R. H. Mook went to Dexter SaturJohnnie Washington returned Satvisitor here Saturday.
urday from a short business visit to day night to look after his drilling
interests at hat place."
FOR RENT:
Unfuraisflea rooms. points south.
o
Inquire at T. C. Market.
04t3
T. F. Cazier came up from Avalon
Mrs. J. M. Adiagtoniias returned
Mrs. J. T. Evans, of Orchard Park dam to spend Sunday with his fami- from a two month's visit with relaly In Roswell.
tives at Oklahoma City.
was here shopping Saturday.

,

Howard Booth the special agent
R. E. Davisson came from Artesia
returned Sunday night from Amarillo. Sunday morning for a few days' visit
with friends.
Willows, cottonwoods, poplars, elms
and catalpas. Wyatt Johnson, 'phone
Miss Myrtle Long of Hagerman, ar
602.
02t6
rived Sunday morning for a short visSaturday it with friends.
Frank, Pearce returned
from a week's 'business vieit at Arte- Carl Miller, son of Ben Miller, left
BiA.
Sunday night for California, where he
Illustrated song. Majestic tonight. will enter school.

Miss Mabel Adkins came down from
Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Nelson left SatElida Sunday night for a visit of three urday morning on itheir return to
or Tout weeks with Misses Lena Bram kogee, I. T., after spending two weeks
well and Lela Croft.
here seeing the country. They are
greatly pleased with Roswell and exWe are overstocked on box station pect to return.
ery. You can save 20 per cent by buy
Dr. Sam Blair, superintendent of
ing within the next two weeks. In
05tf the New Mexico English Mission of
gersoll's Book Store.
the Methodist Episcopal church, arriv
Sunday
Mrs. Hans Olson and little daugh- ed Saturday night to spend
ter returned to Artesia Sunday night and several days this week with the
after spending a week here with Mr. local congregation.
and Mrs. A. E. Olson.
Mrs. J. M. Day, formerly of this
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Evans, Dr. ana city, but now of Wichita, Kansas, pas
Mrs. Montgomery and B. C. Moots, of sed through Sunday night on her way
Lake Arthur, arrived Sunday morning to Dayton for a few days' business
for a visit with friends
visit. She will visit friends in Roswell on her way back.
DexO. F. Calloway, constable at
Johnnie Kipling has put in a specter, was a business visitor here Satur
day, comingyip on legal business and ial root beer fountain at his candy
store that looks like it might have
returning Saturday night.
come from an Old English tap room.
Mrs. Blanch Easier came in Satur- The Quality of the beverage dispersed
day night from Cairo, Illinois, and therefrom is good too.
will spend the remainder of the win
A. T. Taylor and wife left Sunday
ter in Roswell for hear health.
night for El Paso from where they
C. P. Shearman left Sunday morn- will go to Tucson, A. T. Mr. Taylor
ing for his old home dn Tennessee, is the gentleman who was here writirrigation
where he will visit his mother, whom ing up the governments'
projects for Orchard and Farm.
he has not seen for nine years.
M-u-

d
Every box is now
in glassine paper, sealed at each
end with the "Triangle A" in red. The cigars are kept clean, fresh and
in perfect smoking condition until the box is opened.
A Male
Merit

Best yet. Majestic tonight. 10c

Byron Jackson Centrifugal Pumps.
and

Olds & Fairbanks Gasoline Engines
are the only efficient and economical machinery
suited for the purpose.
Plants in operatian on exhibition.
We will be lad to show any one interested a practical demonstration of a successful pumping plant.

Big-ier-

5 cents

LOCAL NEWS.

the only practical way outside of the Artesian

-

PMWM O

Warren Cobean went to Hagerman
Sunday night to spend two or three

is

belt.

95-- tl

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Holly, of Dex
ter, came up Saturday to spend two
I have 80 acres Minnesota Iron ore
days with Mrs. Callie Doss, mother land to exchange for 10 or 20 acres
adjoining town of Roswell. Price $50
of Mrs. Holly.
per acre. Write me with full descripW. A. Davis returned Saturday to tion. Henry C. George, Staples, Minn
his home in Texioo- after spending a
04t3
day here visiting friends and trans
,
George Bigler and son, E. A.
acting business.
and Albert Fletcher, of Auburn,
C. H. Christopher arrived Sunday Illinois, who have been here seeing
night from Peerless Texas, to visit the country, left Sunday night for
friends and take up land under the points down the valley, on a sightGovernment laws.
seeing trip:

smoker.

more raw, green, bitter tobacco in your cigars !
Is that worth the trouble ?
The "Triangle A" is the mark that protects you.

tainment.

o

.

You can bank on the "Triangle A" sign every time.

Irrigation by Pumping

from-Amarill-

Mrs. Bert Ellis went to Hagerman
Saturday night .to spend a few days
with Mrs. H. J. Garrard.
A full set of carpenFOR SALE:
ter's tools, cheap. Mrs. Katie Sim04i2
mons, Riverside Heights.

You can find strawberry ice eream,
made from the fresh, ripe fruit, at
Kipling's Candy Store today.

o

the expert

Mrs. Hat tie L. Fisher, of Denver,
and daughter, Miss Ada Fisher, of
friends, left Saturday Kansas City arrived Saturday night
for a short visit with the former's
to Plainview, Texas.
sons, Dr. E. M. and John Fisher.
W. T. Christian lately moved here They will leave this evening for their
Erom Carlsbad, went to that place Sun ranch near El Paso.
day night to close .up his business
M. Price returned Saturday night
there. He will return tomorrow.
from New York City and other eastMr. and Mrs. C. C. Perry left Sun ern markets, where he has spent six
day night for Lakewood, where they weeks securing (bargains for the big
propose to live on land that they have store of Price & Company in this
lately taken up under the Jiomestead city. He secured a big line of spring
and summer goods for the Pecos Vallaw
ley.
GuaySunday
for
E. J. Carlin left
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Starke left Sun
mas, Sonora, Mexico, on a two weeks day
night for El Paso, where Mr.
to
close
hopes
which
during
.he
trim
open a candy store. Mr.
Starke
a big mining deal for eastern capital Starke will
formerly ran a barbecue and
ists.
later a lunch counter near the depot
He
and Mrs. Starke .have lived here
professional
Wilson,
the
Miss Dora
nurse, came in Saturday night from three years.
Coffeyville, Kansas, bringing Miss
The Kipling Candy Store has added
Bessie Norcross, who is here for the a Hire's Root
Beer still to their alwinter.
ready well equipped soft drink de
New program. Majestic tonight, 10c partment. This still distils the old
fashioned drink. Root Beer, right on
the spot. You may be sure that you
get the real thing when you call for
it at Kipling's.

Joe Bowers
who has been
ing many old
on his return

horseman

.here several days visit-

Stockmen s Convention Envelopes

Ladies desiring sewing done by the FARMERS FORM A
at home, call at 607 N. Ky. ave.
ROSWELL INSTITUTE.
Satisfaction and references given.
The farmers of Roswell and vicini05t6.
ty met at the court house at ten
Hear the PHILHARMONIC, the o'clock this morning and, under the
"big orchestra, 18 pieces, Thursday direction of Prof. J. D. Tinsley and
night, Feb. 28, in the new Sheridan Prof. J. J. Vernon, of the New Mexico
Block.
it Agricultural College, of Mesilla Park,
Mrs. E. V. Estill and Mrs. J. D. Ren- took the necessary steps toward the
der returned this morning from formation of a Roswell Farmers' InLake Arthur, where they spent three stitute, the purpose of which will be
days with Mrs. E. C. Jackson.
to hold meetings and discuss ques.Special numbers at the orchestra tions of interest to their calling and
recital Thursday night by Mrs.
take other action to their interest
Mrs. Ellis, Mrs. J. J. William- and advancement.
son and Miss- Eva Nelson, Mr. Trube
At the morning session, a commitand Mrs. Nelson.
It tee, composed
of Mr. Arthur, I. E.
A. M. Mayfiehi, formerly agent here Thompson and Charles de Bremond
for the Swift Packing Co., came in was appointed to draft a constitution
Saturday from a trip through Old and
and its report was made
Mexico and will be here till tomorin
the
Prof. Tinsley having
afternoon,
row, on his way to Amarillo.
a- - set of laws prepared in accordance
o
County Commissioner W. M. Atkin-- i .with those approved by his school,
son returned this morning from a '
the same as are being adopted every
three days' business visit at Hagerman and Lake Arthur, where he was where in the
pertaiu
Orchards and
looking after bridge business.
ing thereto were discussed at the
WANTED:
Position as cook in ho- morning session, the two professr.ii
tel or restaurant. Good on pastry. leading in the talk, and in the afterCan also supply man and team for
was treated in
ploughing or general 'work. Apply noon
to E. E. Graham, Gen. Del. City. 1 a similar manner. Dry farming was
not considered a good subject for the
Miss Ida Nelson, of San Antonio, artesian belt, as there is plenty of
who is visiting Miss Margaret, and water for irrigation nere.
Prolific
her hostess returned this morning crops, rather than crops accustomed
from Artesia, where they attended a to arid lands, were the favorite
reception on Washington's birthday.
for discussion.
The
attendance was not large, but
The Ladies Aid Society of the Presbyterian church desires through the was very satisfactory for the work
Record to extend sincere thanks to in hand. The meetings were informal.
the Roswell City Band for the excel- The professors go down the Valley
to hold meetings at
lent music given at the recent enter- this afternoon
places.
other
tainment.
The temporary officers elected this
George S. Ramsay, a representa afternoon were: C. H. de Bremond,
Morning chairman; Arthur Stevens, secretary;
tive of the Albuquerque
Journal, arrived on the auto Sun- Mrs. Hunter, assistant secretary. Satday from Torrance, and will .be in urday, March 16, at 2 p. m. was set
the Valley a week or ten days solic- for the next meeting. The yearly dues
subscriptions.
iting
The Journal of the society are $1. Similar sociereaches Roswell by auto now from ties have been organized at Lake Ar12 to 24 hours earlier than any out- thur, Artesia, Dexter and Lakewood.
o
side city paper except the Ei Paso
NOTICE OF SHERIFF SALE.
Herald. It .publishes the full AssociatBy
and authority of an exed Press service, hut .more important ecutionvirtue
issued from the office of the
than all gives the complete daily pro- clerk of the District Court in and for
ceedings of the New Mexico legisla Chaves County, Territory of New Mex
and to me, directed wherein T.
ture and the general news of the ter ico,
L. Carothers is plaintiff and Andrew
ritory.
Olson is defendant being suit number
999 on the docket of said court.
I
Woman's Club.
have levied upon and seized the folcharged
The Woman's Club will meet Wed- lowing described chattels
with the lien of an mortgage
and
nesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at judgment therein dated 14 day of De1906,
sum
cember,
$210.00
for the
of
Carnegie Library. Mrs. J. J. Hagerand interest and attorneys fees for
man will .have charge of the day. Sub- $21.00 and for costs thereon.
Said
05t2 property described as follows:
ject, "French Revolution."
day
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It is rumored that Governor Hager
man may resign his office. It would
be unfortunate for New Mexico should
he do so at this time. He has made
a good executive and has had the
backbone to lay violent hands on the
Special numbers at the orchestra
grafter. We hope the rumor is unrecital Thursday night by Mrs.
founded. Texico Democrat.
Mrs. Ellis, Mrs. J. J. WilliamRev. John H. Murray, pastor of the son and Miss Eva Nelson, Mr. Trube
Methodist Episcopal church, moved
It
Saturday to the new parsonage built and Mrs. Nelson.
for him by his church. The parsonage
Notice.
is thoroughly modern and quite conThere will be a special meeting of
venient in very way, and as commodious as would 'be expected in a resi the stockholders of the Roswell Oil
dence of this kind. It is one of the Company March 6th at 7:30 p. m. in
many nice new houses of Roswell.
the office in the Texas Block, for the
purpose of increasing the capital
stock.
Pie
Plant.
Plant
LEE A. REYNOLDS,
Now .is- the time. Large stock of
Secretary.
,
fine roots Just received. Roswell Pro
Ootf
duce & Seed Co.
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"MEET ME AT THE PANHANDLE STOCKMEN'S CONVENTION
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17
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Have this printed on the backs of your business envelopes.
Bring your envelopes to the Record Office. We do the rest.

W. B. Scott, a carpenter formerly
in the employ of the P. V. & N. E.
railroad and one of the men who built
the local passenger station of that
company, returned fast week from an

eight months' ftay in Elaquata,

nly

Ins

Dollar

Per

Thousand.

Mexi-

co, where he has been doing structural iron work. Aftfter a visit of several days with old friends here, he will
leave the middle of this week for his
former home fa Kansas City.
A patry girl at
HELP WANTED:
.The Gilkeson. Apply at once. .
"See aew cnan"ge7T4ajest;10c.T

One wagon, complete.
One McCormick mowing machine
One bay horse 4 years old, unbrand
ed, about 17 hands high.
One sorrel horse unbranded, 9 years
old, 15 hands high.
One gray mare unbranded, 9 years
old, with wire fence cut on left bind
leg.
I will on

the 13 day of March, 1907,
o'clock a. m., at the door of the
court house in said county and Territory sell at public auction for cash
to the highest bidder the property
above described to satisfy said execution and cost.
C. L. BALLARD,
Sheriff Chaves County N. M.
By O. Z. FINLEY. Deputy.
Tu5L
McGlashan fits keys, at Makin's.
at
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Ingrain Paper
will not fade. We have it.
have everything in high grade

That
We

Wall Coverings

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

